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	The political regime of Indonesia in sociopolitical period was marked with the continues economic crisis.  It started with the fluctuation of rupiah values toward dollar AS that consequence the Indonesia economic growth was down very bad and it’s impacted to economic cooperation between Indonesia and China. That before it happens Indonesia was know as that area that has a very dynamic in economic growth.  The economic crisis in Indonesia was very fatal, so that the economic cooperation with other country was crushed.  The fragile of economic was result from the sociopolitical regime and its impacted the economic cooperation between Indonesia and China was failed in political when the reformation endeavors raised as an action.  This thing made the author becomes interested to make a research: About how is the impact that rose by sociopolitical regime toward economic cooperation between Indonesia and China? And what is the discreet that took by the sociopolitical government to handles the economic of Indonesia that decrease very fast?
	The research is intended to find out, to explore, and to description the point of view of the sociopolitical in economic cooperation development with China.  Also to find out and to understand about the implication that a rise from the sociopolitical period toward economic cooperation that coursed with China.  While, the research will add more knowledge, information, and find out more about the impact of sociopolitical regime and the influences to the economic cooperation between Indonesia with China.
	The research was use the descriptive analysis methodic.  The methodic is trying to collect, to arrange, to interpretation of the file than submit with the file analysis or the phenomenal analysis and else, and look at the connection between one factor with the other, so it can take the conclusion, “How the political regime of Indonesia in sociopolitical period that rise the economic crisis and the impact was the decreased of the economic cooperation between Indonesia with China”.
	The result of the research is: To see the fundamental changes and the discreet from the sociopolitical regime that impacted the unstable political in understanding about demarcations process in otoriter government so, there is an asymmetrical of international economic that becomes an important factor to succeed the international economic cooperation.  If the asymmetrical of political was not followed by economic cooperation so the political system will tend to otoriter, rhetoric, and pathological.  The stabile story is the most important factor in increased and succeed of the economic development Indonesia government has very step to minimalist the impacts that rise because of the political changes and all the act that took by the government is to national efficiency, the economic resist, bring back the trust to cooperation that build and competition in global scale.
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